General Aviation Commission (GAC) – Rally Subcommittee Meeting
Lausanne, 13th – 15th November 2014

Report of the chairman Paul Szameitat

- Welcome and roll call
  Present members are: Dematrakis Hadjidemetriion (11:00)
  Milos Fiala
  Vagn Jensen
  Juan Ramon Alvarez
  Hans Schwebel
  Marian Wieczorek
  Joao Francisco
  Philippe Muller
  Paul Szameitat

  Apologized: Jan Chudy

  Guests: Igor Tselisuchev RUS
  Filipa Oliveira POR
  Ignas Krivikas LTU
  Pedro Cabanero ESP
  Dovudas Buitkus LTU
  Markus Cieselski GER
  Radostar Papso SVK

- The delegates approved the agenda

- Past 19th FAI WRFC at Torun/Poland
  - Report of Competition Director Jerzy Wisniewski – was not available
  - Report of the President of the int. Jury Jiri Dodal, presented by Paul Szameitat
  - Report of the int. Chief Judge Paul Szameitat

  Short discussion about the 19th FAI WRFC

- Future int. Competitions:
  Joao Francisco explained parts of the Local Rules of the 20th FAI WRFC at Santa
  Cruz/Portugal.
  Interested candidates for the 21st FAI WRFC 2018 are Spain – Castellon and Slovakia –
  Dubnica.

- Rally rules – changes and modification:
  There were written proposals for changing the rules proposes from Czech Aeroclub,
  Marian Wieczorek for Poland and Pedro Cabanero Spain.
In the Subcommittee we discussed all the incoming proposals and decided unanimous some changes in the rules for 2015.

- **New candidate for int. Judge**
  
  Häkan Carlsson  
  SWE

The candidate was accepted by the delegates.

The delegates in the FAI-GAC Conference agreed all the changes in the in the Rules and Regulations Rally Flying for 2015. It will be published in a short time.
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